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In this paper, we define a metric on our new space  and then show that this linear metric space  is 
k-nearly uniform convex and has property beta where   kpp    is a bounded sequence of 
positive real numbers. Finally, we give a result about property )(H  by using k-nearly uniform 
convexity. 
 
Keywords:  Cesàro difference sequence space, Luxemburg norm, extreme point, convex 
modular, property (H)  
 





By a Lacunary sequence   rk   where  ,00 k   we'll mean an increasing sequence of 
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nonnegative integers with   1rr kk   as  .r   The intervals determined by     will be 





  will be denoted by  .rq   
Freedman (1978) defined the space of lacunary strongly convergent sequences as follows: 
 





















It is well known that there exists a very close connection between the space of lacunary strongly 
convergent sequences and the space of strongly Cesaro summable sequences. This connection 
can be found in Das and Patel (1989), Mursaleen and Chishti (1996). Because of this, a lot of 
geometric properties of Cesaro sequence spaces can be generalized to the lacunary sequence 
spaces. 
 
Let     be the space of all real sequences. Let  rpp    be a bounded sequence of positive real 
numbers. Karakaya (2007) defined the space  ,p   as follows: 
 



























xxp   
 







































where  .sup rpH    If  ppr    for all  r  , we use the notation   p   in place of   .,p   The 




































If   ,2 r   then     ., pcesp    If   r2   and  ppr    for all  ,r   then    ., pcesp     
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  The 
Luxemburg norm on   p   can be reduced to the usual norm on   p  , that is,  
 .pxx L    
 
Ahuja et al. (1977)  introduced the notions of strict convexity and U.C.I  (uniform convexity) in 
linear metric spaces which are generalizations of the corresponding concepts in linear normed 
spaces. Later, Sastry and Naidu (1979) introduced the notions of U.C.II  and U.C.III  in linear 
metric spaces and showed that these three forms are not always equivalent. Further, Junde and 
Chen (1994), Junde et al. (1995) showed that if a linear metric space is complete and U.C.I , then 
it is reflexive. 
 
Let  X   be a vector space over the scalar field of real numbers and  d   be an invariant metric on  
.X   We denote   XBd   and   XSd   as follows: 
 
         .,: and ,: rxdXxXSrxdXxXB dd  00  
 
Let   dX ,   be a linear metric space and   (XBd resp.,   )XSd   be the closed unit ball (resp., 
the unit sphere) of  .X   A linear metric space   dX ,   has property      if and only if for each  
0r   and  0   there exists  0   such that for each element   rBx d ,0   and each 












d  ,  
 
where        mnxxdxsep mnn :,inf , Sanhan and Mongkolkeha (2011). If for each  
 rSx d ,0   and     ,,0 rSx dn     xx
w
n    implies  ,xxn    a linear metric space   dX ,   is 
said to have property   H  .  
 
Let  2k   be an integer. A linear metric space   dX ,   is said to be k-nearly uniform convex 
(k-NUC) if for every  0   and  0r  , there exists  0   such that for any sequence  















21 ,  
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2. Main Results 
  
In this section, our goal is to define a metric on   ,p   and show that   ,p   has property  
    and  NUCk    under the metric. Let     be the space of all real sequences and   rpp    
be a bounded sequence of real numbers with  1rp   for all  .Nr   The mapping 
 



























   
 
is a metric on the space   ,p  , where  ,sup rpH    since the function  
p
t   is convex for  
.1p   First, we will show that the space   ,p   has property      under the above metric. To 
do this, we need the following two lemmas. 
 
Lemma 2.1.  
 
Let    .,,, dpzy    If   ,1,0   then  
 










Let    dpzy ,,,    and  .10     Then, 
 
      
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MMM zdydyd 000  
  
 
Lemma 2.2.  
 
Let    .,,, dpzy    Then, for any  0  and  0L   there exists  0  such that 
 
       MM ydzyd 00 ,, , 
 
where   
 















M   By using previous Lemma 
2.1, we have 
 
           


















































0         (2.1) 
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           










































0              (2.2)    
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From   1.2   and   2.2  , we obtain that        .,,  MM ydzyd 00   
 
Theorem 2.3.  
 




Let  0   and      dpBxn ,,   such that    nxsep   and    .,, dpBx    We take 
 












N   
 
By using diagonal method, we can find a subsequence   
jn
x   of   nx   for each  NN   such 
that    kx
jn
  converges for each  Nk   with  ,1 Nk    since    1kn kx   is bounded for each  
.Nk   Therefore, there is  NNr   for each  NN   such that     . NrjNnxsep   So, there is a 




xd   for all  






















.                                               (2.3) 
 
By Lemma 2.2, there exists  0   such that 
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     MM ryd 0,   and     Mzd 0, .0    
 
There exists  N1 N   such that     MNxd 0,1 0   if    ,pBx    and     Mxd 0, .0   Let 




xy    and  .1Nxz    Hence, we have 
 

















































.                                         (2.5) 
 
From       5.2,4.2,3.2   and by using convexity of the function    rpttf  , for all  ,Nr   we 
obtain that 
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    
 
       .
2

 Mr  
 
Therefore, we have      MMzy rd /122 ,  0   whenever    .,0 /12 MMrr    Consequently, 
the space    dp ,,   posses property   .  
  
Now, we'll examine  NUCk    property of the space    .,, dp   
  
Theorem 2.4.  
 




Let  0   and      ,pBx dn    with    .nxsep   For each  ,Nm   let 
 
    .,...1,,...,0,0  mxmxx nnmn                                             (2.6) 
 
Since the sequence    1in ix   is bounded for each  ,Ni   by using diagonal method, we can 
find a subsequence   
jn
x   of   nx   such that    kx jn   converges for each  .Nk   Therefore, 
there is an increasing sequence  mt   with    .  m
m
j tjn
xsep   Hence, there exists a sequence of 




xd ,  for all  .Nm   Then, 






















                                              (2.7) 
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  for  .2k   From Lemma 2.2, 
there is a  0   such that 
 
      1,,  MM ydzyd 00  ,                                            (2.8) 
 
where     MM ryd 0,  and    Mzd 0, .  Then, there exist positive integers  
 1,..,2,1  kimi   with  121 ...  kmmm   such that    ., 0imixd  Now, define  
.11  kk mm   Then, we have    0,km
km
rxd   for all  .Nm   For  ,11  ki   let  iti    and  
.
kmk
rt    By using       8.2,7.2,6.2   and the convexity of function     ,N iuuf ipi   we 
obtain 
 
   
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Thus, we have 
 
  

















0    
for     .,0 /1211 MkkMrr      
 
Hence,    dp ,,   is  .NUCk    
 
Since  NUCk    implies  NUC   and  NUC   implies property   ,H   by using previous theorem, 
we give the following result: 
 
Corollary 2.5.  
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Many mathematicians are interested in  p -type sequence spaces. Then, some geometric 
properties on these spaces were considered equipped with the Luxemburg norm. In linear metric 
spaces, the notion of uniform convexity,strict convexity or rotundity was introduced in 1977. 
Later, the relation between these properties and property (H) was investigated. From this point of 
view, we defined a metric on the space  ,p  as an  p -type sequence space. Then, we 
studied the geometric structure of this space and showed that the linear metric space   dp ,,  
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